
 

thepuzzleunderground@googlegroups.com 

 
Dear Trenchwood Institute: 
 
Thank you for your application to conduct a live demonstration of advanced 
temporal-spatial manipulation technology (PTT Quantum Level 6, non-radiative 
per FCC Part 15) in San Mateo, California on Saturday, March 31, 2012.  We are 
pleased to inform you that UMMM has conditionally approved your project 
demonstration.  However, the committee issuing your transdisciplinary permit 
does have a few further questions. 
 
As you know, the UMMM regulatory body was assembled by executive order to 
review any novel temporal-spatial manipulation technologies, to prevent 
accidental interference with the fabric of reality and forestall possible frivolous 
patent litigation.  The six committee members were selected from a wide variety 
of federal agencies for having the most free time and fewest responsibilities, and 
have thus been able to devote all their resources to this important task. 
 
Given our limited understanding of Trenchwood’s research, we feel it is 
necessary to conduct a live video conference with your principals in order to 
ascertain the possible consequences of your technology.  We may also require 
additional access to the demonstration itself, to ensure that all federal 
environmental, health, and safety regulations are adhered to. 
 
In order to facilitate your preparation for our interview and possible 
intervention, we have attached dossiers to familiarize you with the specific 
expertise of each of our six committee members.  Please be prepared to answer 
questions pertaining to their individual fields of study.  We look forward to 
hearing from you very soon to schedule our video conference. 
 
Sincerely, 

 
Robert “Hank” Erickson 
General Manager 
Unknown Machine Management Monitors (UMMM) 
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Anastasia “Ana” Roeszler, PhD - Science Intern (Level 3) 

 
 

After receiving a BS in Physics at Stanford, a Master’s degree in Theoretical 

Physics at Yale, and a PhD in Crazy WTF Physics at MIT, Dr. Roeszler did her 

post-doctorate research at Sterling Labs under the direction of Wayne Szalinski.  

As the only UMMM team member with an actual science background, Dr. 

Roeszler will be responsible for determining whether the Trenchwood Institute’s 

project will destroy the world as we know it. 
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Curtis C. Chen - Information Technologist 

 
 

After assisting in the creation of the computer virus which inexplicably foiled an 

alien invasion in 1996 (remember that? That was awesome), Mr. Chen was 

asked to join UMMM to evaluate new computer technologies which might affect 

national security or video game performance.  He will almost certainly require 

samples of any new electronic hardware for testing, and access to a copious 

supply of caffeinated beverages during the evaluation process. 
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Kathleen Virginia Wylie, Esq. - Legal Counsel 

 
 

Ms. Wylie is a top-level prosecutor from the Department of Justice, whose 

extensive experience in future crime litigation make her ideal for the UMMM 

team.  Her role in this investigation will be to pre-cognitively identify potential 

legal hazards to which the federal government may be exposed by association 

with the Trenchwood Institute, and to draft a minority opinion report addressing 

possible mitigation strategies. 
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Matthew “Matt” Cleinman, CPA - Financial Analyst 

 
 

Mr. Cleinman comes to UMMM from a top-secret military facility deep in the 

Nevada desert.  After nine years of approving purchase orders with an eagle eye 

for detail and accuracy, Mr. Cleinman is now UMMM's chief budget and finance 

expert.  He intends to analyze the fiscal feasibility of the government’s 

participation in the Trenchwood Institute project down to the last penny (or 

fraction thereof), leaving no space for error. 
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Robert “Hank” Erickson - General Manager 

 
 

Armed with a BA in "Bizness Studies" from Florida State University (Tulsa 

Annex), Mr. Erickson has served at various federal agencies for over 26 years, 

ever since his pointy-haired father assigned him to handle the SDI Feasibility & 

Cost Planning organization, where Mr. Erickson’s extensive background as a 

college DJ proved invaluable.  Most recently, he supervised safety inspections of 

the John Hammond Dinosaur Escapade Resort Park and Casino.  He is delighted 

to join the UMMM team as their generic manager. 
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Vittorio “Vic” Esplorare - Specialist 

 
 

He comes to the UMMM team at special request from distinguished Senator 

Dominic Spia (R-NJ), for his strong analytical skill, and is in positively no way 

spying for any kind of foreign city or state.  What a silly idea.  Signore Esplorare’s 

always strive for great perfection and organization will be key to ultimate 

success of this new team.  God bless America!  F*ck yeah! 
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